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Abstract—The pandemics like Coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) require Governments and health professionals to
make time-sensitive, critical decisions about travel restrictions
and resource allocations. This paper identifies various factors
that affect the spread of the disease using transaction data
and proposes a model to predict the degree of spread of the
disease and thus the number of medical resources required in
upcoming weeks. We perform a region-wise analysis of these
factors to identify the control measures that affect the minimal
set of population. Our model also helps in estimating the surges
in clinical demand and identifying when the medical resources
would be saturated. Using this estimate, we suggest the preventive
as well as corrective measures to avoid critical situations.

Index Terms—machine learning; visual analysis; COVID-19;
social distancing; health; confirmed cases; regression; counter-
factual examples

I. INTRODUCTION

Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is an infectious disease

caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2

(SARS-CoV-2).It was first identified in Wuhan, Hubei, China,

during December 2019 and has since been spread worldwide

resulting in a global pandemic. More than 21 million cases

have been reported across 188 countries and territories as of

15 August 2020, resulting in more than 7,62,000 deaths.1

Authorities worldwide have responded by implementing

travel restrictions, home quarantine, workplace hazard con-

trols, and facility closures since pathogens can spread ex-

ponentially without these pandemic containment measures of

social distancing. Due to these quarantine orders and closure of

many industries, this outbreak is causing a major destabilising

threat to the global economy. Hence, it has become vital

to analyze the scenario at granular level and take decisions

keeping the effects on the economy within manageable levels,

and simultaneously flattening the epidemic curve.

In this paper, we aim to analyze the pattern in citizens’

movement post the quarantine orders so that the officials can

make efficient decisions of whether a particular region needs

stricter rules, more facilities or whether the citizens of a region

are responsible and aware enough to be exempted from the

quarantine rules and regulations. We also present a machine

learning model to predict the new confirmed cases in following

week to notify the health workers about the medical resources

that might be needed in future. A challenge to building a

1Source: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/

Machine Learning model is the lack of historical data. Many

epidemiological models have been developed for policymak-

ers, clinicians, and health practitioners but most of these use

the historical data from other coronaviruses such as SARS

and MERS while some use the publicly available datasets

related to COVID cases and availability of medical resources.

Pandemics are rare and have different characteristics so the

data of other coronaviruses cannot be used for Covid-19[40].

Hence, we have created additional predictive features for our

model by analyzing their effect on the spread of the disease.

Along with some public datasets, we also use Mastercard
Transaction dataset as it provides us information about the

response of citizens to the pandemic control guidelines based

on their pattern of purchasing. Analysis of this pattern gives

insights about its impact on the spread of the disease. We

mainly focus on the following tasks in order to determine the

factors responsible for COVID spread in any county:

• We first identify the factors that might affect the spread

of COVID and then create predictive variables based on

these factors by merging datasets from different sources.

We categorize these variables on the basis of the type

of information they provide for building cases prediction

model.

• We study the state-wise shift in spending pattern of

citizens’ in response to the pandemic by analyzing the

customer response variables that are created using Mas-
tercard Transaction dataset. We analyze the impact of

Government’s quarantine rules on these variables and

note that the states that showed shift to online and

contactless modes of payment were able to control the

spread of the disease since these methods allow greater

social distancing.

• We build a regression model to predict the new cases

emerging in the following week at county-level and hence

the number of extra medical resources that must be kept

ready in advance to avoid critical situations. Thereafter

we show the importance of these variables learned by the

model in predicting the upcoming number of cases.

• We generate counterfactual examples by tuning the cus-

tomer response variables to identify the county-specific

measures that could help in reducing the number of

expected cases in upcoming weeks. We also give estimate

of the new overload of medical resources that would be
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required if these measures are enforced in order to flatten

the curve of the pandemic.

II. RELATED WORK

Many review papers have been published for different

applications of Machine Learning in studying COVID-19 like

diagnosis, patient outcome prediction, tracking and predicting

the spread, effect of quarantine, drug development, fake news

prediction,etc.[5] We will focus on the applications of new

cases prediction and effect of quarantine control that are

similar to our task.

A. Quarantine control

Existing models study the impact of quarantine and travel

restrictions on the spread of Covid-19 either using parame-

ters based on historical data from SARS/MERS coronavirus

epidemics [11] or are not implemented worldwide. [12] uses

real-time mobility data and detailed case data including travel

history from Wuhan, China to study the role of case impor-

tation on transmission in cities across China and analyze the

impact of quarantine measures. [3] uses cellular mobility data

from USA during 2019 and 2020 to demonstrate that there

has been a substantial increase in social distancing since the

start of the pandemic. Rates of social distancing varies by

county characteristics. [2] use publicly available data using

a mixed first-principles epidemiological equations and data-

driven neural network model to indicate that the regions in

which rapid government interventions and strict quarantine and

isolation measures were implemented were successful in con-

taining the spread of infection and prevent it from exploding

exponentially, while [13] analyzed the impact of quarantine in

various parts of the world. Some authors also described the

impact of public policies on individuals’ behavior. [36] studied

individuals’ changing behaviors in response to Government

measures by designing a high performance environment for

planning and responding in the event of epidemics; [37]

focuses on designing a system that determines the duration of

patient’s stay at a hospital and identifies the medical resources

required in order to avoid delays and increase efficiency in

treatment while [38] studied the evolution of Lean Healthcare

to increase the efficiency in treatments.

We use the Mastercard Transaction dataset to analyze the

pattern of purchase followed by the citizens before and after

the quarantine rules were enforced by the Government. We

infer that the citizen response variables that we created using

this financial data have a correlation with the number of

COVID cases. We have not found any work that has focused

on finding the impact of community financial activity on the

spread of the disease.

B. Case prediction

In the prediction of confirmed cases using regression meth-

ods, two approaches have been used widely: (i)Many authors

like [14], [15], [16], [17] focus on learning a logistic curve

to predict the number of confirmed cases. (ii)Some works like

[18], [19], [34], [11] predict the next day confirmed cases

using m previous days confirmed cases. These works focus on

using time-series algorithms like ARIMA to estimate COVID-

19 spread[5].

Various types of deep learning neural networks having large

number of hidden layers have been applied to predict the

spread of Covid-19. [20], [21], [22], [23], [24] and [25] ana-

lyzed the use of LSTM, GRU, CNN and multilayer perceptons

to estimate the number of confirmed cases in India.

The networks or graphs consisting of nodes and edges have

also been used to study the spread of the infectious diseases

as in [26], [27], [28] and [29]. When one of the nodes in

a network gets infected, it can infect other nodes which are

connected to the infected node. This process continues and the

disease is spread to all the other nodes of the network.

Social media and search queries data-based methods like

Qin et al. [31] predict the number of Covid-19 cases by using

social media search indexes of Covid-19 symptoms. Jahanbin

and Rahmanian [32] show that tweets extracted from twitter

can be used in estimation of COVID-19 spread.

Along with the spread prediction using regression analysis,

our work also focuses on finding the factors specific to

a county that might be responsible for an increase in the

number of new cases. We also estimate the reduction in the

required medical resources if these factors are controlled.

III. DATA COLLECTION

In this section, we describe the datasets that we have used

for analyzing the citizen response to the pandemic control

guidelines and spread prediction. We have used six different

datasets to create the predictive variables for our spread

prediction model. We merge a variety of data provided by these

datasets to capture most of the information that is available

at county level regarding the spread of the COVID, control

measures taken by the officials, citizens’ response to these

measures and the impact of the response.

• Mastercard transaction dataset : Mastercard transaction

data for USA2 is aggregated at country, state and county

level for 21 weeks starting from February 2020 (when

COVID-19 cases started to rise in USA ) to June 2020.

Data consists of the following fields corresponding to

each state/county: ratio of transactions with contact-based

payment methods over contact-less methods, ratio of

in-store purchase over online purchase, ratio of cross-

state(county) purchase over domestic purchase and ratio

of transactions at non-essential industries over essential

industries.

• Control measures dataset : The Kaggle dataset3 contains

the information on the timeline of quarantine measures

and ”stay at home” instructions that were enforced by the

Government.

2This dataset is a random sample of USA population since it incorporates
information from only credit and debit card payments and does not include
any information from cash payments and other payment modes.

3https://www.kaggle.com/lin0li/us-lockdown-dates-dataset
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Figure. 1: Schematic representation of our proposed method. Six datasets shown are merged to create four types of variables.

1. Citizen response variables are analyzed 2. LightGBM model is trained to predict new COVID cases 3. Counties estimated

to show rise in spread of COVID are analyzed 4. Citizen response variables are tuned to create counterfactual data examples.

5. New rise in cases is estimated on the counterfactual examples

• Community Mobility dataset : This contains Google Com-

munity Mobility Reports4 on movement patterns over

time by county, across different categories of places to

design variables that indicate the percentage change on

movement patterns from baseline.

• US Census dataset : US Census data 5 contains informa-

tion about demographics like population, age, etc.

• Kaiser Health News data : The healthcare dataset6 with

information on availability of ICU beds in different

regions.

• COVID cases dataset : The COVID dataset7 contains

information about daily confirmed cases, recovered cases

and deaths due to COVID at county level.

IV. METHODS

In this section, we describe the creation of multi-source

dataset using the six datasets described in previous section.

Further, we discuss the predictive modelling for predicting the

COVID spread(number of new cases in the following week at

county-level) and the generation of counterfactual examples to

4Mobility data can be found at: https://www.google.com/covid19/mobility/.
5https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/popest.html
6https://khn.org/news/as-coronavirus-spreads-widely-millions-of-older-

americans-live-in-counties-with-no-icu-beds/lookup
7Data can be accessed through: https://github.com/nytimes/covid-19-

data/blob/master/.

highlight the factors that need attention in order to flatten the

curve of the spread. Figure. 1 shows the complete architec-

ture of our method including the creation of variables from

different datasets, analysis of citizens’ response, predictive

modelling and the generation of counterfactual examples by

tuning the citizen response variables.

A. Variable Creation

We describe how different variables are created for the

spread prediction model using six different datasets. We de-

sign four types of variables on the basis of the information

they provide. Table 1 shows the statistical measures of these

variables.

1) Citizen response variables: These are based on citizens’

response to quarantine measures in terms of their spending

pattern. We use the Mastercard transaction data for USA

consisting of the following fields: citizen county, merchant

county, industry and mode of transaction. We study the shift of

citizens’ spending pattern towards online and contactless tech-

nology after the quarantine announcements were made in their

respective counties using 5 variables for each county from the

time of emergence of first COVID positive case. These vari-

ables were created weekly by aggregating at county level: (i)

ratio of in-store purchase to online purchase (OFF:ON); (ii) ra-

tio of cross-county purchase to domestic purchase (XS:DOM);
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TABLE I: Statistical measures of the variables

Mean SD Min 25th Percentile 50th Percentile 75th Percentile Max
Citizen response variables
XS:DOM 0.615000 0.6460 0.0350 0.387000 0.549000 0.753000 40.800000
OFF:ON 2.390000 0.6740 0.5950 1.890000 2.350000 2.830000 31.500000
DIS:ESS 0.468000 0.1710 0.0506 0.347000 0.450000 0.567000 1.600000
CON:CONLS 270.000000 416.0000 5.8200 83.400000 162.000000 306.000000 16100.000000
XS DID:XS ESS 0.623000 0.2230 0.1090 0.461000 0.589000 0.748000 2.030000
Preventive measure variables
CASES LKDWN 5.430000 3.7500 0.0000 2.000000 6.000000 7.000000 12.000000
ICASE&LKDWN LAG 3910.000000 12500.0000 -65.0000 -9.000000 -3.000000 5.000000 43900.000000
Impact variables
% RET&RECREATION -12.500000 16.5000 -100.0000 -15.900000 -12.500000 -4.500000 150.000000
% GRO&PHA 2.090000 10.4000 -67.0000 0.857000 2.090000 3.860000 147.000000
% PARKS 22.600000 24.2000 -78.9000 22.600000 22.600000 22.600000 410.000000
% WORKPLACES -23.100000 13.6000 -77.2000 -31.200000 -23.100000 -18.300000 16.500000
% TRANSIT ST -13.027146 13.3091 -91.0000 -13.027146 -13.027146 -13.027146 119.428571
% RES 9.140000 4.3500 -4.0000 9.140000 9.140000 9.140000 32.000000
NUM DEATHS 7.450000 55.6000 -8.0000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000 2330.000000
% BEDS OCC 0.056000 0.0517 0.0000 0.027400 0.040800 0.066900 0.387000
Other independent variables
STORE POP DENSITY 146.000000 108.0000 1.8600 136.000000 146.000000 146.000000 3060.000000
STORE TXN DENSITY 592.000000 2960.0000 0.0000 8.470000 46.900000 194.000000 62900.000000
NUM BEDS 2.690000 0.6280 1.6000 2.300000 2.600000 3.100000 4.800000

(iii) ratio of non-essential or discretionary purchase to essential

purchase (DIS:ESS); (iv) ratio of cross-county discretionary

purchase to cross-county essential purchase (XS DIS:XS ESS);

and (v) ratio of purchase using contact-based technology to

contactless technology (CON:CONLS).

2) Preventive measure variables: These variables are based

on the measures adopted by the Government officials to

control the spread. Based on the quarantine measures taken

by the county Government, we create two variables that

contribute to the information on preventive measures taken

locally using Control measures dataset. First, we create a

variable for the number of positive COVID cases on the day

when the shelter in place or stay at home announcements

were made (CASES LKDWN). Second, we create a variable

for the lag between the first positive case and the quarantine

announcement (ICASE&LKDWN LAG).

3) Impact variables: These variables are based on the

impact of preventive measures and citizen response on various

industries after the quarantine announcements were made.

According to public health officials, aggregated, anonymized

insights of community mobility could be helpful to make

critical decisions to combat COVID-19. These aim to provide

insights into what has changed in response to policies aimed

at combating COVID-19. So we use Community Mobility
dataset to get information on movement patterns over time by

county, across different categories of places such as retail and

recreation, groceries and pharmacies, parks, transit stations,

workplaces, and residential. For each of these categories we

have a variable that indicates the percentage change from base-

line (% RET&RECREATION, % GRO&PHA, % PARKS,

% TRANSIT ST, % WORKPLACES,% RES). We aggre-

gate these variables weekly at county level. We also create a

variable to represent the number of deaths (NUM DEATHS)

in the given week using COVID cases dataset and a variable

to represent the beds already occupied by COVID patients

in a county (% BEDS OCC) to capture impact on resource

availability using Kaiser Health News dataset, totalling to 8

impact variables.

4) Other independent variables: These variables are fixed

for a region and are based on the degree of social distancing

that the region is able to permit in terms of the resources

and population. We use US Census dataset to create two

variables to capture population density of the county. These

are population density wrt the number of stores present in the

county (STORE POP DENSITY) and the number of transac-

tions that are processed per store (STORE TXN DENSITY)

in the respective counties. We also use Kaiser Health News
dataset to create a variable for total ICU beds in the given

county (NUM BEDS) to capture resource availability.

B. Predictive Modelling

All the four types of variables mentioned in previous

subsection contain predictive information to predict the spread

of COVID. Figure. 1 shows how different data sources are

combined to form these variables. We stack all of these 18

variables aggregated weekly at county level for 21 weeks (from

February 2020 to June 2020). The target variable for modelling

is the number of confirmed COVID cases in the next week

that is obtained through COVID cases dataset. We perform

regression analysis as described in Figure 1 to predict the level

of participation in the new cases emerging in following week

using LightGBM[39].

C. Generation of counterfactual examples

On the basis of the estimated COVID spread through mod-

elling, we focus on finding the medical resources that might

be needed in order to avoid delay in treatments and to ensure

the availability of resources. Based on the number of ICU

beds required and the ICU beds available in the county, we

intend to give an estimate of the overload(if any) of the beds
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TABLE II: State-wise analysis of impact of quarantine. The states highlighted in Red were not able to contain the spread of

the COVID whereas the states highlighted in green were very responsive to the Government guidelines and hence were able

to contain the spread. Other states highlighted in orange and lime showed average response.

Impact of quarantine on spending pattern Impact of uplifting the quarantine on spending pattern
States XS:DOM OFF:ON DIS:ESS CON:CONLS XS DIS:XS ESS XS:DOM OFF:ON DIS:ESS CON:CONLS XS DIS:XS ESS
TX 0.77 1.15 0.67 1.01 0.54 1.17 1.06 1.01 0.48 1.11
FL 0.75 1.19 0.69 0.92 0.46 1.21 1.04 0.60 0.39 1.13
NY 0.68 1.11 0.61 0.94 0.41 1.12 1.13 1.01 0.35 1.08
CA 0.68 1.16 0.55 0.97 0.46 1.13 0.86 0.94 0.37 1.08
AZ 0.73 1.24 0.67 0.93 0.50 1.16 0.91 0.93 0.40 1.07
AK 0.67 1.12 0.70 1.13 0.53 1.24 0.98 1.12 0.50 1.07
DC 0.95 1.29 0.54 0.85 0.26 1.14 0.73 1.01 0.29 1.14
MN 0.69 1.18 0.64 1.15 0.43 1.14 0.80 1.00 0.37 1.08
RI 0.68 1.10 0.65 0.92 0.55 1.15 0.88 0.99 0.49 1.12

XS:DOM - ratio of cross-state purchase to domestic purchase
OFF:ON - ratio of in-store purchase to online purchase
DIS:ESS - ratio of non-essential purchase to essential purchase
CON:CONLS - ratio of purchase using contact-based technology to contactless technology
XS DIS:XS ESS - ratio of cross-state discretionary purchase to domestic discretionary purchase

that might be needed to avoid critical situations. We tune the

citizen response variables since they are the only controlling

variables decided by the response of citizens to the situation

and can be controlled by enforcing stricter regulations on

social distancing. We perform some experiments by modifying

the values of these variables and analyze the changes in

new predicted cases and hence the ICU beds required. This

perturbation is in certain threshold range so that changes

in new values of these variables are realistic. We generate

Guassian noise in range (0, feature value/3) and subtract

this noise by original value. Thereafter we calculate already

occupied beds by the product of accumulated active cases in

the previous week and ICU admission rate which is 2.3%8 for

entire USA. Active cases till previous week are calculated by

subtracting recovered cases and deaths from the total cases. We

assume recovery rate for a county to be same as the recovery

rate for the state in which a county lies.

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the analysis we performed on the

USA data at country, state and county level and the inferences

that we made through our analysis. We also analyze the impact

of Government regulations on citizen response at state level.

Further, we discuss the analysis and results of the predictive

modelling and some of the counterfactual examples that we

generated.

A. Exploratory Data Analysis

As the step 1 of Figure. 1, we analysed the aggregated

transaction data and found that after the second week of March

2020 (when the stay at home announcements were made),

people shifted to online purchase of only essential items

prioritizing their needs over wants. Discretionary purchase

was reduced by 63% and in-store purchase was reduced by

42% as compared to the figures from March 2019. Figure

8Share of U.S. COVID-19 patients admitted to ICU, Jan.-May, 2020, by age
can be found at https://www.statista.com/statistics/1127623/covid-19-patients-
share-admitted-to-icu-us/

3 shows the trend in spending pattern of the citizens. We

use the citizen response variables to understand the impact of

regulatory initiatives of Government on the spending pattern

of citizens. We observed positive slopes in our plotted curves

during week 5 to week 8 which is the timeline when quarantine

announcements were made. This positive slope indicates that

citizens shifted to contactless technology and online payment

methods over traditional payment methods that could have

encouraged the spread of the disease. Also, we observed a

rise in traditional payment methods again after week 12 due

to quarantine upliftment in many regions. But the percentage

of rise was low which shows that many people adapted to

these practices that encourage more social distancing.

Almost every state had shown the decline in discretionary

and in-store purchase but the percentage of decline varies from

state to state; with District of Columbia (DC) showing the

maximum decline of 53% and Texas(TX) showing the decline

of only 22% in discretionary purchase. DC has also been the

most responsive in terms of decline in in-store purchase. The

COVID spread curve also suggests that the regions like DC

and RI were able to contain the spread of the disease whereas

TX and FL were very slow in response. Surprisingly DC shows

only 2% decline in cross-state purchase. One reason behind

this pattern might be its high dependency on other states for

stores since DC accounts for only 0.2% of all the stores in

USA, being the least contributor of stores. We analyzed the

states based on their response to the Government advisory and

the degree of containment. We picked DC and eight states for

detailed analysis with few states like NY and CA showing

slow response whereas others like DC and RI showing great

response and recovery. Table 2 shows the detailed analysis

of these states. For each of these states, we observed the

ratio of citizen response variables before quarantine to after

the quarantine for studying the impact of quarantine on the

spending pattern of people. Similarly, we observed the ratio

of citizen response variables after quarantine to after the

quarantine was uplifted for studying the impact of quarantine

upliftment on the spending pattern.
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Figure. 2: This shows how visitors to categorized places changed after COVID cases increased in US as compared to baseline

days. A baseline day is the normal value for that day of the week during January 2020 to February 2020

We observe that the states that were successful in disease

containment had lower ratios of citizen response variables

suggesting their positive response to the Government advisory

and adapting to purchase of only essential items from domestic

stores using online or contactless payment methods. We also

observe that after uplifting the quarantine the scores for

XS:DOM and DIS:ESS rose since the cross-state movements

started and non-essential industries re-opened, but scores for

OFF:ON and CON:CONLS went down further indicating that

people permanently adopted these methods that allow greater

social distancing.

Figure. 3: Spending pattern of citizens with COVID

timeline. Positive slopes during Week6 - Week8

(Enforcement of ”stay at home”) indicates a shift to

online/contactless/essential/domestic purchase. Negative

slopes during Week16-Week19 (Upliftment of ”stay

at home” orders) indicate that citizens resumed

offline/contact-based/non-essential/cross-county purchase

but with lower rates than earlier.

We also analyzed the impact variables derived from Com-
munity Mobility Dataset to study how the visitors to retail and

recreation, groceries and pharmacies, parks, transit stations,

workplaces, and residential changed with respect to the normal

days before COVID spread in the US (Figure 2). For each of

these categories we studied the percentage change from base-

line. For workplaces (% WORKPLACES), we observed that

there is a decline of 23% from baseline. This can be directly

correlated to work from home orders issued by companies. For

transit stations (% TRANSIT ST) which includes places like

public transport hubs such as subway, bus, and train stations,

we saw a decline of 13% from baseline. For residential places

(% RES), we saw a minute change as compared to other

categories as people already spend a lot of time at home (even

on workdays). For parks and outdoor spaces (% PARKS), we

see spikes which represent large day-to-day changes. This is

because visitors to parks are heavily influenced by the weather

and holidays. We see an increase of 22% from baseline.

This value drops during the period when the COVID impact

was at its peak but after the mid week of May we can

see an increasing trend. This can be related to the fact that

people started doing activities to increase their immunity. For

groceries and pharmacies (% GRO&PHA), we see an increase

of 2% from baseline. This value is not fluctuating much as

this category encapsulates essential items. It drops at the peak

week of COVID impact but increases after first week of May

when people shifted towards online purchase of items. This

increase can be justified by change in offline by online ratio.

Both values OFF:ONN and % GRO&PHA show a similar

pattern. For retail and recreation (% RET&RECREATION),

we see 12% decline from baseline. This decline is due to

strict policies enforced by the government to shut down all

non essential services.

B. Significance of predictive variables

Figure. 3 shows the variable importance learnt by the

predictive modelling. In the step 2 of Figure 1, we train

the LightGBM model and found that the number of deaths

in the given week is the most significant feature since it

provides the information on the spread of COVID as well

as the recovery rate. Other significant variables were the ratio

of non-essential to essential purchase, ratio of cross-county
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TABLE III: Resource overload reduction by generating counterfactual data. Highlighted(yellow) cells show the modified values

of the variables that might reduce the rise in COVID spread. The counties where requirement of medical resources are estimated

to rise beyond capacity are highlighted in red and the counties still in safe zone are highlighted in green.

County ICU
beds

Occupied
beds

XS:DOM OFF:ON DIS:ESS CON:CONLS XS DIS
:XS ESS

Predicted
cases

Beds re-
quired

Overload New
Overload

Monroe 1 1 0.60→0.41 2.83 0.54 176.95 0.79 2986→2908 69→67 -69 -67
Fannin 2 2 0.65→0.41 2.32 0.71 173.9 0.88 3479→3186 80→73 -80 -73
Phelps 18 0 0.49→0.10 2.46 0.48 240.2 0.62 980→946 23→22 -5 -4
Blair 50 1 0.265 2.55 0.32→0.24 76.25 0.46 1733→1631 40→38 +9 +11
Jackson 51 3 0.36 2.39 0.48→0.3 117 0.69 1449→1291 33→30 +15 +18

to domestic purchase and store population density. The ratios

contain the information about the response of citizens to the

social distancing rules whereas the store population density

represents the degree of social distancing that the region is

able to permit, given that people follow in-store purchase.
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Figure. 4: Variable importance based on LightGBM; IN-TIME

R2 = 0.84; OUT-OF-TIME R2 = 0.76

C. Counterfactual examples

Significance of the variables gives an overview of the factors

that are affecting the spread of the disease. Table 3 shows

the counterfactual data that we generated by modifying the

values of the citizen response variables as part of step 3, 4

and 5 of Figure 1; and its impact on the expected reduction

in number of new cases and hence the reduction in number of

medical resources required in near future. We observed that

if we reduce the values of these variables, we could reduce

the number of new cases emerging in the following week

and hence the number of ICU beds required. The reduction

in spread due to reducing a variable might indicate an issue

that needs to be given attention in order to flatten the curve.

For an instance, the reduction in required number of ICU beds

due to reduction in value of XS:DOM might indicate a need

to re-establish domestic supply chain in order to control cross-

county purchases.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our analysis shows that the predictive variables we created

contain significant amount of information to predict the spread

of the disease in upcoming weeks. Using citizen response

variables, we analyzed the impact of Government advisory

on the pattern observed in citizens’ purchase. Table 2 showed

that the regions having lower value of these variables were

able to flatten the spread curve after the quarantine rules

were enforced. It also showed that the values for XS:DOM

and DIS:ESS increased after upliftment of quarantine but

the values for OFF:ON and CON:CONLS kept declining

suggesting that people adopted online and contactless modes

of payment that ensured greater social distancing.

We also designed a model to predict the number of COVID

cases in the following week with R2 value of 0.76. We found

the importance of these variables learned by the model in

estimating the new cases with the most important variables

being the number of deaths, ratio of non-essential to essential

purchase, ratio of cross-county to domestic purchase and store

transaction density of the county. More information about

recovery rate and percentage of medical resources required

can improve the model performance and give more insights

for healthcare preparedness.

We also try to produce counterfactual data examples by tun-

ing customer response variables since they can be controlled

by enforcing stricter policies. Table 3 gave an estimate of the

new cases and the medical resources needed if value of these

variables are reduced by enforcing stricter policies. This study

gives an estimate of the region-wise factors that need to be

controlled to reduce the spread of the disease. This might

help the health officials to take efficient decisions by targeting

a particular region according to its needs without disturbing

other regions that are already following all possible measures

of social distancing.
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